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Abstract-To achieve security in wireless sen.snr networks, it 
is imporlnnt t o  he ahle to encrypt mesages sent among sensor 
nodes. Keys for encryption purposes must he agreed upon hy 
communicating nudes. Due to resource constraints. achieving 
such key agreement in wireless sensor networks is non-trivial. 
Many key agreement schemes used in general networks, such as 
Uiflie-Hellman and public-key hwed schemes, are not suitahle 
for wireless sensor networks. Pre-distrihution of secret keys for 
all pairs of nudes is not viahle due to the large amount OS memory 
used when the network sue  is large. Recently, B random key pre- 
distrihutian scheme and its improvements hare heen proposed. 

A common assumption made hy these random key pre- 
distrihution schemes is that no deployment knowledge is avail- 
uhle. Noticing that in many practical scenarios. certain deploy- 
ment knowledge may he availahle n priori, we propose a novel 
random key pre-distribution scheme that exploits deploynient 
knowledge and avoids unnecessary key nssignnients. We show 
that the performance (including connectivity, memory usage, 
and network resilience against nude capture) of sensor networks 
can he snhslnntiirlly improved with the use of our  proposed 
scheme. The scheme and its detailed performance evaluation are 
presented in this paper. 

I. IXTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in elecuonic and computer technologies 
have paved the way for the proliferation o i  wireless sensor 
networks (WSN). Sensor networks usually consist of a large 
number of ultra-small autonomous devices. Each device. called 
a sensor node. is battery powered and equipped with inte- 
grated sensors. data processing capabilities. and short-range 
radio communications. In typical application scenarios. sensor 
nodes are spread randomly Over the deployment region under 
scrutiny and collect sensor data. Examples of sensor network 
projects include SmanDust [I] and WINS [?I. 

Sensor networks are being deployed for a wide variety of 
applications [3]. including military sensing and tracking. en- 
vironment monitoring. patient monitoring and tracking. smart 
environments. etc. When sensor networks are deployed in il 

hostile environment. security becomes extremely important. 
as they are prone to different types of malicious attacks. For 
example. an adversary can easily listen to the traffic. imper- 

sonate one of the network nodes'. or intentionally provide 
misleading information to other nodes. To provide security. 
communication should be encrypted and authenticated. An 
open research problem is how to bootstrap secure commu- 
nications among sensor nodes. i.e. how to set up secret keys 
among communicating nodes'? 

This key agreement problem is a part of the k?y nianageriienr 
problem, which has been widely studied in general network 
environments. There are three types of general key agreement 
schemes: trusted-server scheme. self-enforcing scheme. and 
key pre-distribution scheme. The Inisfed-semi- scheme de- 
pends on a trusted server lor key agreement between nodes. 
e.:.. Kerberos [4]. This type of scheme is not suitable for 
sensor networks because there is usually no trusted infrastruc- 
ture in sensor networks. The self-enforcing scheme depends 
on  asymmetric cryptography. such as key agreement using 
 public^ key certificates. However. limited computation and 
energy resources of sensor nodes often make it undesirable 
to use public key algorithms. such as D 
agreement [ 5 ]  or RSA [6], as pointed out in [71. The third 
type of key agreement scheme is key pre-ilisfi-ibrition. where 
key informatiori is distributed among all sensor nodes prior 
to deployment. If  we know which nodes are more likely to 
stay in the same neighborhood before deployment. keys can 
he decided a priori. However. because of the randomness of 
the deployment. knowing the set of neighbors deterministically 
might not be feasible. 

There exist a number of key pre-distribution schemes. A 
naive solution is to let all the nodes carry a iiioster secret 
key. Any pair of nodes can use this global master secret key 
to achieve key agreement and obtain a new painvise key. 
This scheme does not exhibit desirable network resilience: if  
one node is compromised. the security of the entire sensor 
network will be compromised. Some existing studies suggest 
storing the master key in tamper-resistant hardware to reduce 

'In this paper. w use the t e r m  SSISUTS. sensor n d i s .  and nodes inter- 
chaageshly 
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the risk. but this increases the cost and energy consumption 
of each sensor. Furthermore. tamper-resistant hardware might 
not always he safe [8]. Another key pre-distribution scheme 
is to let each sensor carry N - 1 secret pairwise keys. each 
of which is known only to this sensnr and one of the other 
N-l  sensors (assuming N is the total number of sensors). The 
resilience of this scheme is perfect because compromising one 
node does not affect the security of communications among 
other nodes: however. this scheme is impractical for sensors 
with an extremely limited amount of memory because N could 
be large. Moreover, adding new nodes to a pre-existing sensor 
network is difficult because the existing nodes do not have the 
new nodes' keys. 

Eschenauer and Gligor recently proposed a random key 
preilistribution scheme: before deployment. each sensor node 
receives a random subset of keys from a large key pool. 
To agree on a key for communication, two nodes find one 
common key within their subsets and use that key as their 
shared secret key [91. Our scheme is based on the Eschenauer- 
Gligor scheme. and we refer to this scheme as the basic 
scheme throughout this paper. An overview of it is given in 
Section 11. The Eschenauer-Gligor scheme is further improved 
by Chan, Perrig. and Song [lll], by Du, Den& Han_ and 
Varshney [ I l l ,  and by Liu and Ning 1121. 

A. Oarline of Oer Scheme 
Although the proposed schemes provided viable solutions 

to the key pre-distribution problem. they have not exploited 
a piece of information that might significantly improve their 
performance. 'This piece of information is node deployicnf 
knowledge. which. in practice. can be derived from the way 
that nodes are deployed. 

Let us look at a deployment method that uses an airplane 
to deploy sensor nodes. The sensors are first pre-arranged in 
a sequence of smaller groups. 'These groups are dropped out 
of the airplane sequentially as the plane flies forward. This 
is analogous to parachuting troops or dropping cargo in a 
sequence. The sensor groups that are dropped next to each 
other have a better chance to be close to each other on the 
ground. This spatial relation between sensors derived prior 
to deployment can be useful for key preiiistribution. The 
goal of this paper is to show that knowledge regarding the 
actual non-uniform sensor deployment can help us improve 
the performance of a key pre-distribution scheme. 

Knowing which sensors are close to each other is important 
to key pre-distribution. In sensor networks. long distance 
peer-to-peer secure communication hetween sensor nodes is 
rare and unnecessary in many applications. The primary 
goal of secure communication in wireless sensor networks is 
to provide such communications among neighboring nodes. 
Iherefore. the most important knowledge that can benefit a 
key-predistribution scheme is the knowledge about fhr notlej 
that are likelv Io br the neighbors ofrocli sensor node. When 
we know deterministically the neighbors of each node in the 
network. key pre-distribution becomes trivial: for each node 7 1 :  

we just need to generate a pairwise key between 7) and each 

of its neiphhoring nodes. and save these keys in 11's memory. 
This guarantees that each node can establish a secure channel 
with each of its neighbors after deployment, 

However. because of the randomness of deployment- it is 
unrealistic to know the exact set of neighbors of each node. 
but knowing the set of possible or likely neighhors for each 
node is much more realistic. However. the number of possible 
neighhors can he very large and it may not be feasible for a 
sensor to store the secret keys for each potential neighbor due 
to memory limitations. This problem can be solved using the 
random key pre-distribution scheme 191. i.e.. instead of guar- 
anteeing that any two neighboring nodes can find a common 
secret key with 100% certainty. we only guarantee that any two 
neighboring nodes can find a common secret key with a certain 
probability p.  In this paper. we exploit deployment knowledge 
in the random key pre-distribution scheme [91. such that the 
probability p can be maximized while the other performance 
metrics (such as security and memory usage) are not degraded. 

Deployment knowledge can be modeled using probability 
density functions (pdfs). When the pdf is uniform. no infor- 
mation can be gained on where a node is more likely to reside. 
All the existing key pre-distribution schemes assume such a 
uniform distribution. In this paper, we look at non-uniform 
pdf functions. Since the distribution is different from uniform 
distribution. i t  is equivalent to saying that we know that a 
sensor is more likely to be deployed in certain areas. We will 
show how this knowledge can help improve the random key 
pre-distribution scheme proposed by Eschenauer and Gligor 
in [91. To demonstrate the effectiveness nf our method. we 
studied a specific distribution. the Normal (Gaussian) distribu- 
tion. in great depth. Our results show substantial improvement 
over existing schemes. 

B. Main Contribiirions of Oirr Sclreii~e 

following: 
The main contributions of this paper are summarized in the 

I )  We model node deployment knowledge in a wireless 
sensor network. and develop a key pre-distribution 
scheme based on this model. This is the first attempt 
at the use of deployment knowledge while developing a 
key pre-distribution scheme. 

2) We show that key pre-distribution with deployment 
knowledge can substantially improve a network's con- 
nectivity ( in  terms of secure links) and resilience against 
node capture. and reduce the amount of memory re- 
quired. 

C Rrlared Work 
The Eschenauer-Gligor scheme [9] have been described 

earlier in this section. We will give a more detailed description 
of this scheme in Section 11. Based on the Eschenauer-Gligor 
scheme_ Chan. Perrig. and Song proposed a y-composite ran- 
dom key pre-distribution scheme [IO].  The difference between 
this scheme and the Eschenauer-Gligor scheme is that y 
common keys If/ 2 1). instead ofjust a single one. are needed 
to establish secwe communications between a pair ofnodes. It 



is shnwn that. hy increasing the value of q. network resilience 
ayainst node capture is improved. i.e.. an attacker hiis to 
compromise many more nodes to achieve a high probability 
of compromised communication, 

Du. Deng. Han. and Varshney proposed a new key pre- 
distribution scheme [I 11, which substantially improves the 
resilience of the network compared to the existing schemes. 
This scheme exhibits a nice threshold property: when the 
number of compromised nodes is less than the threshold. the 
probability that any nodes other tlian these compromised nodes 
are affected is close to zero. This desirable property lowers 
the initial payoff of smaller scale network breaches to an 
adversary. and makes i t  necessary for the adversary to attack 
a significant proportion of the network. A similar method is 
also developed by Liu and Ning [l?]. 

The ideas described in this paper can be applied to all of 
the above pre-distrihution schemes tn further improve their 
performance. 

Blundo et al. proposed several schemes which allow any 
group of t parties to compute a common key while being 
secure against collusion between some of them r.131. These 
schemes focus on saving communication costs while memory 
constraints are not placed on group members. 

Perrig et al. proposed SPINS. a security architecture specifi- 
cally designed for sensor networks 171. In SPINS. each sensor 
node shares a secret key with the base station. Two sensor 
nodes cannot directly establish a secret key. However. they 
can use the base station as a trusted third party to set up the 
secret key. 

Several other key distribution schemes have k e n  proposed 
for mobile computing. although they are not specifically 
targeted at sensor networks. Tatebayashi. Matsuzaki. and New- 
man consider key distribution fix resource-starved dcviccs in 
a mobile environment [14]. This work is further improved 
by Park et al. [151. Other key agreement and authentication 
protocols include the one by Beller and Yacobi [16]. A survey 
on key distribution and authentication for resource-starved 
devices in mobile environments is given in L171. The ma-iority 
of these approaches rely on asymmetric cryptography. which 
is not a hasible solution for sensor networks [7]. Several other 
methods based on asymmetric cryptography are also proposed: 
7hou and Hass propose a secure ad hoc network using secret 
sharing and threshold cryptography [IS]. Koug et al. also 
propose localized public-key infrastructure mechanisms. based 
on secret sharing schemes [l‘,]. 

Stajanor and Anderson studied the issues of bootstrapping 
security devices. and they proposed a solution that requires 
physical contact of the new device wilh a master device 
to imprint the uusted and secret information [?O]. Key pre- 
distribution is similar to the “imprinting” process. but their 
focuses are different. 

11. THE ESCHEKALIEK-GLIGOR RANDOM KEY 
PRE-DISTRIBUTION SCHEME 

The Oasic schofie proposed in [91 consists of three phases: 
key pre-distribution. shared-key discovery. and path-key estab- 

lishment. 
In the kr\. pr~- i l i .~ t i - i~r f t ; i~n  phase. each sensor node ran- 

domly selects i i i  distinct cryptographic keys from a key pool 
S. and stores them in its memory. This set o i  m keys is called 
the node’s k e \  ring. The number of keys in the key pool. ISI. 
is chosen such that two random subsets of size n i  in S share 
at least one key with some probability p .  

After the nodes are deployed. a ke\-ser!ip phose is per- 
formed. During this phase. each pair of neighboring nodes 
attempt to find a common key that they share. If such a 
key exists. the key is used to secure the communication 
link between these two nodes. After key-setup is complete. 
a connected graph of secure links is formed. Nodes can then 
set up path ke\.s with their neighbors with whom they do not 
share keys. If the graph is connected. a path can always be 
found from a source node to any of its neighbors. The source 
node can then generate a path key and send it securely via the 
path to the target node. 

The size ofthe key pool S is critical to both the connectivity 
and the resilience of the scheme. ConnectiviF is defined as 
the probability that any two neighboring nodes share one key. 
Resilience is defined as the fraction of the secure links that 
are compromised after a certain number of nodes are captured 
by the adversaries. 

At one extreme. if the size of S is one. i.e.. IS1 = 1. the 
scheme is actually reduced to the naive master-key scheme. 
This scheme yields a high connectivity, but it is not resilient 
against node capture because the capture of one node can 
compromise the whole network. At the other extreme. if the 
key pool is very large. e.g. IS1 = 100: 000_ resilience becomes 
much better, but connectivity of the sensor network becomes 
low. For example. as indicated in [9]. in this case. even when 
each scnsor selects n? = ‘100 kcys from this large key pool S. 
the probability that any two neighboring nodes share at least 
one key is only 0.33. 

How can we pick a large key pool while still maintaining 
high connectivity’? In this paper. we use deployment h o w l -  
edge to solve this problem. 

111. MODELIXG OF TfIB DEPLOYMENT KNOWLEDGE 

We assume that sensor nodes are static once they are 
deployed. We define drplaynmr point as the point location 
where a sensor is to be deployed. This is not the location where 
this sensor tinally resides. The sensor node can reside at points 
around this point according tn a certain pdf and this point is the 
mean of the pdf. As an example. let us consider the case where 
sensors are deployed by dropping them from a helicopter. 
The deployment point is the location of the helicopter. We 
also define r-esident poinr as the point location where a sensor 
finally resides. 

A. A General I~eplowient Moilel 
Assume that the target deployment area is a two- 

dimensional rectangular region with size A‘ x Y and the origin 
point is the upper left corner. The pdf for the location of 
node i. for i = 1:. . . ~ N .  over the two-dimensional region 
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is given by f;(:i:,g). where :c t [ O , S ]  and $1 E [O:Y]. With 
this gcncral model. the existing key pre-distribution schemes 
for sensor networks are special cases: they all assume that 
fi(z:y) = & for z t [ O : S ] .  y E [O:Y] and 1 5 i 5 N .  
i.e., all sensor nodes are uniformly distributed over the whole 
deployment region. 

B. Group-based Drpluyienr Model 
The above prohlem defines a general deployment model. in 

which nodes are deployed individually, thus they may have 
different pdfs. In practice. i t  is quite common that nodes are 
deployed in groups. i.e.. a group of sensnrs are deployed at 
a single deployment point. and the pdfs of the final resident 
points of all the sensors in each batch (or group) are the same. 

In this work, we assume such a group-based deployment. 
and we model the deployment knowledge in the following (we 
call this model the groupbased depIo\~?neril rnodrl): 

1) N sensor nodes to he deployed are divided into t x ‘11 

equal size groups so that each group. Gi.j. for i = 
1:. . . > t  and j = l ? .  . . , i i .  is deployed from the deploy- 
ment point with index ( i > j ) .  Let ( : c i , y 2 )  represent the 
deployment point for group G,.j. 

2 )  The deployment points are arranged in a grid. Note that 
the scheme we developed for grid-based deployment can 
be easily extended to different deployment strategies. We 
choose this specific strategy because i t  is quite common 
in realistic scenarios. 

3) During deployment. the resident points of the node k: in 
group Gi,j follow the pdf f?(:q glk E Ge,J) = f(:c - 

- y j ) .  An example of the pdf f(:c,g) is a two- 

When f(z, y )  is a uniform distribution over the deployment 
region. we do not know which nodes are innre likely to be 
close to each other a pi-tori because the resident point of a node 
can be anywhere within the region with the same probability. 
However. when f( ) is a non-uniform distribution, we can 
determine which nodes are more likely to he close to each 
other. For example. with Gaussian distribution. we know that 
the distance between a resident point and the deployment point 
is less than 30 with probability f N 9 8 i  (where a is the standard 
deviation of the Gaussian distribution). If the deployment 
points of two groups are 60 away, then the probability for 
two nodes from these two different groups to he located near 
each other is very low. Therefore. the probability that two 
nodes from two different groups become neighbors decreases 
with an increase of the distance between rhe two deployment 
points. 

Recall that in the hasic random key pre-distribution 
scheme [91. when the size of the key pool 5’ becomes smaller. 
connectivity increases. Since the basic scheme assumes no 
deployment knowledge (i.e. the distribution f (2;: y)  is uni- 
form). every node should choose from the same key pool 
because they are equally likely to he neighbors, However. as 
we have discussed. when the function f (3:: y) is non-uniform. 
we know that nodes from a specific group are more likely to 
be neighbors of nodes from the same group and those from 

ensional Gaussian distribution. 

nearby groups. Therefore. when two groups are Par away from 
each other. their key pools could be different. rather than the 
same global key pool S. 

We use Si,j to represent the key pool used by group G j . j ;  
the union of .5j,j (for i = 1:. . . , I  and j = 1:. . . , I ] )  equals 
S.  We use iScl to represent the sire nf Si,j (we select all 
& j ’ s  with the same sire in this paper). Based on a specific 
deployment distribution. we can develop a scheme. such that 
when the deployment points of two groups Go,b and G c , d  are 
farther away from each other. the amount of overlap between 
S a ; b  and Sc>([ becomes smaller or zero. 

C. Deployiienl Dirrriberion 
There are many different ways to deploy sensor networks. 

for example. sensors could be deployed using an airborne 
vehicle. The actual model for deployment distribution depends 
on the deployment method. 

In this paper, we model the sensor deployment distribution 
as a Gaussian distribution (also called Normal distribution). 
Gaussian distribution is widely studied and used in practice. 
Although we only employ the Gaussian distribution in this 
paper, our methodology can also be applied to other distrihu- 
tions. 

We assume that the deployment distribution for any node L 
in group G‘i.j follows a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. 
When the deployment point of group Gj., is at ( : c e > y j ) .  we 
have / I ,  = (ze,,yj) and the pdf for node k in group Gi.j is the 
following [?I]: 

= f(. - :c;> $/ - ?Ij)> 

where f ( : ~  y) = & e - ( ~ z z + ~ 2 ) / 2 u 2 .  Lxn2 Without loss of general- 
ity. we assume that the pdf for each group is identical. so we 
use fh(z: 1~lL E Cjj) instead 01- f;.’(:c, g l k  E G;. j )  throughout 
this paper. 

Although the distribution iunction for each single group 
is not uniform. we still want the sensor nodes to be evenly 
deployed throughout the entire region. By choosing a proper 
distance between the neighboring deployment points with 
respect to the value of 0 in the pdf of each deployment group, 
the probability of linding a node in cach small region can be 
made approximately equal. Assuming that a sensor node is 
selected to be in a given group with an equal prohability. A. 
the average deployment distribution (pdf) of any sensor node 
over the entire region is: 

To see the overall distribution of sensor nodes over the entire 
deployment region. we have plotted .fooeTi,[~ io Eq. ( I )  for 
6 x 6 = 36: groups over a 6OOni x f iOOm square region with 
the deployment points 2 0  = 100m apart (assuming a = 50). 
Fig. ](a) shows all the deployment points. and Fig. lib) shows 
the overall pdf. From Fig. l(b), we can see that the pdf is 
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almost Aat (i.e. nodes are fairly evenly disuibuted) in the whole 
region except near the boundaries. 

IV. KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION LISING DEPLOYMENT 
KNOWLEDGE 

Based on the deployment model described in the previ- 
ous section. we propose a new random key pre-distribution 
scheme. which takes advantage of deployment knowledge. We 
assume that the sensor nodes are evenly divided into t x II 

groups Gii. inr i = 1: . . . : t _  and j = 1:. . . ~ 1 7 . .  Assume that 
the global key pool is S with size /SI, and also assume that the 
deployment points are arranged in a grid depicted in Fig. l(a). 
Each node carries 111 keys. 

A. K n  Pre-distrihirtion Schenre 
The goal of this scheme is to allow sensor nodes to find 

a common secret key with each of their neighbors after 
deployment. Our scheme consists of three phases: key pre- 
distribution. shared-key discovery. and path-key establishment. 
The l a t  two phases are exactly the same as die basic 
scheme [91. but because of deployment knowledge. the first 
phase is considerably different from the basic scheme. 

Siep 1: K q  Pre-ilistribriiion phase. This phase is conducted 
offline and before the sensors are deployed. First we need to 
divide the key pool S into t x 11 key pools 
and j = 1. . . . : 1 7 ) .  with Si;j  corresponding to thc deployment 
proup Gi,. We say that two key pools are neighbors (or 
near each other) if their corresponding deployment grnups are 
deployed in neighboring (or nearby) locations. The goal of 
setting up the key pools Si,3 is to allow the nearby key pools 
to share more keys. while pools far away from each other 
share fewer keys or no keys at all. The key-pool setup step 
will be discussed in detail later. 

After the key pools are set up. for each sensor node in 
the deployment group Gi.i. we raiidomly select 111 keys from 

(ior i = 1 

(13) Lkploymcnl distributioii on 1hc entire region using the dc- 
ploymm1 slralqy modelad by CA). 

Fis. I. Node Deployment 
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its corresponding key pool .5’s,3. and load those keys into the 
memory of the node. 

Step 2: Slrarerl-kq discoiai? phase. After deployment, each 
node needs to discover whether i t  shares any keys with 
its neighbors. To do this. each node broadcasts a message 
containing the indices of the keys it carries. Each neighboring 
node can use these broadcast messages to find out if there 
exists a common key it shares with the broadcasting node. 
If such a key exists. the neighboring node uses this key to 
secure its communication channel with the broadcasting node. 
If we are concerned about disclnsing the indices of. the keys 
each node carries. we can use the challenge-response technique 
to avoid sending the indices [‘,I. namely for every key K i  
on a key ring. each node could broadcast a list (Y_ EK,((Y). 
i = 1:. . . k. where (Y is a challenge. The decryption of 
E K < ( ~ )  with the proper key by a recipient would reveal the 
challenge (Y and establish a shared key with the broadcasting 
node. 

After the above step. the entire sensor network forms a Kq-  
Sl7aring gruph G. which i s  defined in the following: 

Definition I :  (Key-Sharing Graph) Let 1’ represent 
all the nodes in the sensor network. A Key-Sharing 
rraph G(V! E )  is constructed in the following man- 
ner: For any two nodes i and j in V .  there exists an 
edge between them if  and only if  ( I )  nodes i and j 
have at least one common key, and ( 2 )  nodes i and j 
can reach each other within the wireless transmission 
range. i.e., in a single hop. 

Step 2: Putli-kq establisliriimt phase. It is possible that two 
neighboring nodes cannot find any common keys between 
them. In this case. they need to tind a secure way to agree upon 
a common key. We now show how two neighboring nodes. i 
and j _  who do not share a common key could still come up 
with a secret key hetween them. The idea is to use the secure 



l A I R I C l  

channels that have already been estahlished in the key-sharing 
graph G: as long as the graph is connected. two neighboring 
nodes i and j can always find a path in  G from i to j .  Assume 
that the path is i, ill> . . .. U , .  j .  To lind a common secret key 
between i and j .  i first generates a random key K-. Then i 
sends the key to u1 using the secure link bctween i and iq; u1 
forwards the key to 02 using the secure link between oi and 
112. and so on until j receives the key from U,. Nodes j and j 
use this secret key I< as their pairwise key. Because the key 
is always forwarded over a secure l ink no  nodes beyond this 
path can find out the key. 

To find such a secure path for nodes i and j .  the easiest way 
is to use Hooding [221. a common technique used in multihop 
wireless networks. As we will show later in our analysis. in 
practice. the probability that the secure path between i and j 
is within thrcc hops is very high (close tn one). l'herefore. we 
can always limit the lifetime of the Hooding message to three 
hops to reduce flooding overhead. 

B. Serring Up K q  Pools 

Next. we show how to assign keys to each key pool Si.j, 
for i = l ? .  . . : I .  and j = 1:. . . ~ 71, such that key pools 
corresponding to nearby deployment points have o certain 
numher of common keys. In our scheme. we have: 

I )  Two horizontally or vertically neighboring key pools 
share exactly alScl keys'? where 0 5 o. 5 0.?5. 

2) Two diagonally neighboring key pools share exactly 
blS,l keys. where 0 5 b 5 0.25 and 4rr + 46 = 1. 

3 )  Two non-neighboring key pools share no keys. 
We call U and b the overlapping factors. To achieve the 

above properties, we divide the keys i n  each key pool into 
eight partitions (see Fig. 2). Keys in e3ch partition are those 
keys that are shared between the corresponding neighboring 
key pools. For example, in Fig. 2_ the partition in the upper 
left corner of E consists of b -  lScl keys shared between A and 
E; the partition in the left part of E consists of ( I .  . IS,I keys 
shared between U and E.  

Given the global key pool S and the overlapping factor n 
and b, we now describe how we can select keys for each key 
pool 8., for i = 1, t and j = 1 ~. . . : 1 1 .  The procedure 

'If al.%/ is nul an inleper. LalScIJ should Lx used instead. 

is also depicted in Fig. 3 for a 4 x 4 case. First, keys for the 
first group SI., are selected from S: then keys for the groups 
in the first row are selected from S and their left neighbors. 
Then keys for the groups in the second row to the last row are 
selected from S and their left. upper-left. upper. and upper- 
right neighbors. For each row. we conduct the process from 
left to right. The following procedure describes how we choose 
keys for each key pool: 

1) For group S1,1, select IS,/ keys from the global key pool 
S: then reinove these IS,l keys from S. 

2)  For group Sl,j. for j = 2 , n_ select a.IScl keys from 
key pool S1~j-1: then select iu = (1 -0,). IS,[ keys from 
the global key pool S. and remove the selected I U  keys 
from S. 

3 )  For group St.,?. for i = 2> . . . ~I and j = 1,.  . . ~ I ? .  select 
( I . .  ISc/ keys from each of the key pools Si.-l,j and 
S,,_, i f  they exist; select 6 .  /Scl keys from each of 
the key pools S<+I.~-I and S..-l.,+l if they exist; then 
select tu (defined below) keys from the global key pool 
S. and remove these iu keys from S. It is easy to see 
from the selection procedure that keys selected from the 
other groups are all distinct. 

( 1  - ( a + b ) ) .  lScl, 
(1 - ?(a + b ) )  . lScl, 

for j = 1 
for 2 5 j 5 ,I!- 1 { ( l - ( 2 a . + b ) ) + ' c ~ ,  f o r j = n  

Note that after group GI selects .s keys (s = a . .  IS,I or 
s = b-IS,/) from its neighbor Gz, no other neighboring groups 
of G I  or G1 can select any one of these B keys. i.e., these s 
keys are only shared by GI and G2. and no key is shared by 
more than two neighboring goups  in our scheme. 

C. Derrrrnining IS,\ 
We calculate the size of the key pool ISJ for each group. 

given the size of the global key pool /SI. 
According to our key pool setup procedure. each g o u p  first 

selects or blS,l keys from each of its left, upper. upper- 
l e k  and uppwright neighboring groups (if they exist). then 
selects the rest of the keys from the global key pool S. Fig. 3 
depicts the number of keys each group selects from S (each 
number in the figure should he multiplied by ISc/). 

Since keys selected from the other groups are all distinct, 
the sum o f  all the numhers in the figure should he equal to 
/SI; therefore we have the following equation: 

7 u  = 

IS1 1s I - ..... ~ .... ~ . . ~  ..... ~ ................................... ~~~~.~~~~ 
t r l  - (?t!i - t - n)cr - 2 ( t n  - f - '71 + I ) b  c -  

For instance. when IS/ = 100:OOO. I, = 17 = 10. D = O . l f i i .  
and b = 0.083. we have I &  = 1770. Therefore. the size of 
the key pool for each group is just 1770. 

D. Urremiining rlie overlapping factors 
The values of the overlapping factors are important to the 

performance of our scheme. Because we have not introduced 
the performance meuics yet. we will leave the detailed dis- 
cussion of the overlapping factors to the next section. 
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Fie. 3. K q  assignment lor all the key pols 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
An important goal of this study is to analyze the perfor- 

mance of our proposed scheme. We present both our analytical 
and simulation results in this section. 

- A. Evalrrarion Metrics 
We present several criteria that represent desirable charac- 

Connecrivih. We use global connrctivily to refer to the 
ratio of the number of nodes in the largest isolated 
component in the final key-sharing graph to the size of 
the whole network. If the ratio equals 99%. it means that 
99% of the sensor nodes are connected. and the rest 1% 
are unreachable from the largest isolated component. So, 
the global connectivity metric indicates the percentage I)f 

nodes that are wasted because of their unreachability. We 
use local connecrisity to refer to the probability of any 
two neighboring nodes sharing at least one key. We use 
procol  and p interchangeably to refer to the local connec- 
tivity. Both global connectivity and local connectivity are 
affected by the key pre-distribution scheme. . Cotnrnrmicci~fion orerliead. Since the probability that two 
neighboring nodes share a key is less than one. when the 
two neighboring nodes are not connected directly they 
need to find a route in the key-sharing graph to connect 
to each other. We need to determine the number of hops 
required on this route. Obviously. when the two neighbors 
are connected directly. the number of hops needed is 1. 
When more hops are needed to connect.two neighboring 
nodes. the communication overhead of setting up the 
security association between them is higher. We use ph(C)  
to denote the probability that the smallest number of hops 
needed to connect two neighboring nodes is C. Obviously. 
p h (  1) equals the local connectivity p ~ ~ ~ ~ i .  . Resilience againsl node cnyrirre. We assume that an 
adversary can mount a physical attack on a sensor node 
after i t  is deployed and read secret information from its 
memory. We need to find how a successful attack on 
:I: sensor nodes by an adversary affects the rest of the 
network. In particular. we want to find the fraction of 
additional communication (i.e.; communications among 
uncaptured nodes) that an adversary can compromise 

teristics in a key-setup scheme for sensor networks. 

based on the inforination retrieved from the :I: captured 
nodes. 

B. Systrtii Conjigitration 
In our analysis and simulations. we use the following setup: 

The size of the key pool. IS/ = 100: 000. 
The number nf sensor nodes io the sensor network is 

The deployment area is 100Ont x 1000ni. 
The area is divided into a grid of size 100 = t x I I  = 

I0  x 10. with each grid cell of size 100m x 100m 
The center of each grid cell is the deployment point (see 
Fig. I(a)). 
The wireless communication range for each node is R = 
40m. 

10: onn. 

C. Lucal Connrcrivip 
We calculate the local connectivity pi<>cal. the probability of 

two neighboring nodes being able to find a common key. Let 
R(ni: n 3 )  be the event that node ni and node t l j  share at least 
one common key and z4(7fi.: i t j )  be the event that node I?;  and 
node nj are neighbors. Hence. 

f>locol = Pl'(B(l7i: t / , j ) I A ( l l i 1 7 f j ) ) .  

Note that. since plocai is the same for any pair of nodes i i i  

and nj. we ignore the node indices i i i  and nj  in p ~ ~ ~ ~ i .  Let X 
be the ratio nf the shared key pool hetween two nodes to lScl. 
For example. X = (I. for groups B and E shown in Fig. I(a). 
When the size of the key pool is ISc/, the number of keys 
shared between two key pools is XjS,l.' where the possible 
values of X are I. n. b. and 0. 

To calculate Pr(two nodes do not share any key). we use 
the following strategy: the first node selects I keys from the 
XISc/ shared keys. it then selects the remaining nt - i keys 
from the non-shared keys. To avoid sharing any key with the 
first node. the second node cannot select any of the i keys from 
those XlS,l shared keys that are already selected by the tirst 
node. so it has to select r n  keys from h e  remaining (IS,I - i )  
keys from its key pool. Therefore. /,(A). the prohahility that 
two nodes share at least one key when their key pools have 
XIScl keys in common. can be calculated in the following:' 

i'(,\) 
= 1 - Pr(two nodes do not share any key) 

We define I as the set of all deployment groups in our 
scheme. We now consider an infinitesimal rectangular area 

jFor ,he sake of simplicity. we assume that XI.S,J is an istcgcr: otherwise 

'When X = 1. p(X)  can k simplified to L - &: when X = 0. 

we could us6 LXlSJJ. 
,lSc1--m 

I m )  
)'(A) = 0.  
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Fig. 1. Probability of n d c s  residing within I circlz (z > R) 

dz dg around position Z = (z, 11) .  as shown in Fig. 4. Rased 
on the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. the probability 
that a node i i j  from group j E q with deployment point 
(zi: yj) resides within this small rectangle area is 

where djz  is the distance between Z and the deployment point 
of group j .  and f R ( d j Z 1 I l j  E group j )  is defined as 

When a sensor node ni resides at position Z = ( : E .  y)  as 
shown in Fig. 4; the probability that the sensor node n1 from 
group i resides within the circle centered at location Z with 
radius R is defined as y(r1iif t group i ) .  where z = diZ. f ix  

i E q. is the distance between Z and the deployment point of 
group i .  An example is shown in Fig. 4. 

When z > R as shown in Fig. 4. 

q(zlnf t group i )  

where we have calculated the length of the arc of the ring 
centered at i and have iutegrated over all possible values of C. 

When z i K as shown in Fig. 5 ,  

g ( z / 7 l L  E group i )  

C . O T f R ( C ) , I C  

Thus. 

y(+" t group 1 )  

where 1{-} is the set indicator function' and fR(tI7?<.  E 
group i )  is given by Eq. (2). 

Assume ni is a node from group i and 7 z 3  is a n d e  from 
group j _  the probability that nj resides within the rectangle 
area dzdy around point Z and ni is a neighbor of n j  is the 
following: 

f R ( d j Z / n j  E group j )  . g ( d c z l n i  E group i) . d z .  11y 

Since the event that node i i i  and node n j  share at least 
one common key is independent of the event that node and 
node n j  are neighbors. we can calculate the probability that 
i i j  resides within the rectangle area dxrlq around point 2, 
and 11.; is a neighbor of i i j .  and 7 i i  and nj  share at least one 
common key as: 

Y ( x ( i , j ) )  ' f R ( d ~ Z l l ? j  E group j )  
. y ( d i z l ~ i i  E group i )  . (In: . dy? ( 3 )  

where A(&;) is the ratio of keys shared by the key pool of 
group i and the key pool of group j :  

1> when i = j :  

a: 

11: 

when i and j are horizontal or 
vertical neighhors; 

. when i and j are diagonal neighbors; 1 0. otherwise 

A ( i > j )  = 

The local connectivity piocai is the average of the value in 
Eq. ( 3 )  throughout the entire deployment region. from (0: 0) 
to (S. Y), and for all the combinations of i and j :  

5Thc value of I(.} is 1 when the evaluated condition IS true. 0 otherwise. 
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- f n ( d j z l r t j  E group j)g(diz1ni E group i )d: i :&/.  

Since we assume that a sensor node is selected to he in each 
given group with an equal probability. we have 

where 

and 

Fig. 6 depicts the local connectivity versus the number of 
keys (memory usage r n )  each node carries. We plot both the 
simulation results and the analytical results calculated from 
Eq. (5). They match each other very well. We also compare 
our results with the basic scheme [91. The figure indicates 
that our scheme substantially improves local connectivity. For 
example. with the same setup. when each sensor can cany 100 
keys. the local connectivity of the basic scheme is only 0.095: 
it is improved to 0.687 with deployment knowledge. 

D. GloDa/ Conriectivip 
It is possible that the key-sharing graph G in our scheme 

has a high local connectivity. hut G can still have isolated 
components. Since those components are disconnected. no 
secure links can be established among them. Therefore. it is 
important to understand whether G will have too many isolated 
components. To this end, we measure the global connectivity 
of the graph G. namely. we measure the ratio of the size of 
the largest isolatcd component in G and the size of the whole 
network. We consider that all the nodes that are not connected 
to the largest isolated component are useless nodes hecause 
they are "unreachable" via secure links! 

6somi of thz "unreachable" ncoht be rsachablc physically because they are 
within the communication range. but they canti01 find a conmm key with any 
of the " d e s  in rhz largest isolalsd component. 

Fig. 6. 
two nzivhhoring nodss. 

Local Connectivity: Probahility of sharins at least onz key hctwecii 

TABLE I 
LOCAL CONNECTIVITY VS. GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY 

When node distribution and key sharing are uniform. global 
connectivity can be estimated using the local connectivity and 
other network parameters using ErdGs random graph theo- 
rem 1231. just like what has been done in [9]. [IO]. However. 
since neither our distribution nor our key sharing is unil'orm. 
F.rd6s random graph theorem will not he a good estimation 
method. Recently, Shakkottai and et. al. have determined the 
connectivity of a wireless sensor grid network with unreliable 
nodes [24]. In the future work, we will estimate the global 
connectivity by usins the results given in [241. In this work. 
we only use simulation to estimate global connectivity. We 
use the configuration described in Section V-B to conduct the 
simulation, The relationships between the memory usage nr. 
the local connectivity, and the global connectivity are shown 
in Table I. Note that ni  indicates how many keys each sensor 
node can store in its memory. 

The simulation results indicate that when I I I  = 100. only 
0.12% of the sensor nodes will be wasted due 10 the lack 
of secure links: when I I I  = 200. no nodes are wasted. 
These results have excluded those nodes that are not within 
Ihe communication ranges of the largest isolated components 
because they are caused by the deployment. not by our key 
pre-distribution scheme. 

E. Ejfecrs oJ the Oiwlapping Facrors 

The values of the overlapping factors itre important to the 
performance of our scheme. For example. when 11 = 0.25 
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and b = 0. each group shares keys with its horizontal/venical 
neighbors only; when n = 0 and b = 0.25, each group shares 
keys with its diagonal neighbors only. The local connectivities 
f i x  the above two cases are different: when 111 = 100_ the 
local connectivity for the first case is 0.68. whereas for the 
second case it is 0.48. Therefore. choosing the appropriate 
combination of a and b is imponant. 

We define the best overlapping fuctors as the combination of 
11, and b that maximizes the local connectivity. They depend on 
the proportions of different types of neighbors. as well as on 
the number of keys each sensor node can carry. Fig. 7 depicts 
the relationship of the local connectivity with the overlapping 
factors when in : 100 and n? = 150. 

Using Q. (5). we found the best overlapping factors for 
different values of 1 1 1 .  The results are shown in Table 11. 

E Conmtnication Overhead 
in this subsection. we study the communication overhead of 

our key pre-distribution scheme when two neighboring nodes 
cannot find a common key. As we have discussed before, 
when this situation occurs. these two nodes have to find a 
path hetwcen them in the key-sharing graph G. The shorter 
the length of the path the better. We use ph(C)  to denote the 
probability that the smallest number of hops needed to connect 
two neighboring nodes is t (note ph(  1)  = ptoco,). 

We use simulations to estimate how many of the  key setups 
have to go through C hops. for E = 1: 2: ..._ An analytical 
approach for estimation similar to that proposed in [I 1) will 
he included in our future work. Our results are depicted in 
Fig. 8. As we cm observe from the figure, when each node 

RI. 8. Communicauon Overhead 

carries more than XI keys (i.e. in > 50), the sum of p h (  l), 
p / 1 ( 2 ) ~  and p h ( 3 )  is almost 1, which means that most of the 
key setups can be conducted within 3 hops. 

G. Resilience Against Node Capriire 
To evaluate the resilience of our scheme against node 

capture. we need to find the fraction of additional communica- 
tions (i.e., communications among uncaptured nodes) that an 
adversary can compromise based on the information retrieved 
from the z captured nodes. Because keys are not uniformly 
distributed among sensor nodes throughout the entire area. the 
locations of these :U compromised nodes affect the results of 
our analysis. In this paper, we assume that these :L' nodes are 
randomly distributed within the deployment region. We also 
realize that in reality, these :I: nodes might not he randomly 
distributed in the entire region: instead they may have a 
concentration in a local area because adversaries have a higher 
probability of compromising nodes around their lnca1ions. In 
that case. the resilience of the network in that local area is 
lower than that of the entire network. Due to page limits. we 
leave the local resilience analysis to the extended version of 
this paper. 

Let K be the communication kcy used for the link between 
two nodes that are not compromised. When any node other 
than these two nodes is compromised. the probability that I< 
will not be cornpromised (i.e. li- is not among those keys 
carried by this compromised node) is 1 - %. where ni is 
the number of keys carried by each sensor node. When 2 
nodes are compromised, the probability that I< will not be 
compromised is (1 - g)". Therefore. the expected fraction 
of total keys being compromised can he estimated as: 

117 
1 - (1 - -)". 

I SI 
The results and comparison with existing key pre- 

distribution schemes are depicted in Fig. 9 ("Basic" refers 
to the basic Eschenauer-Glipor scheme; "q = 1: 2: 3'' refers 
to the Chan-Perrip-Song scheme). l h e  figures show that 
our scheme substantially lowers the fraction of  compromised 
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Rg. 9. Nztwork Resilience: Conlparisons with cnistinp schemes 

communication after :E nodes are compromised, The most 
important reason for such an improvement is that. to achieve 
the same local connectivity while using the same key pool 
size /SI_ our scheme requires a much smaller P I .  For example, 
when IS1 = 100: 000. to achieve p = 0.33. the basic scheme 
needs ' I I ~  = 200, hut our scheme only needs ni = 46; to 
achieve p = 0.50 the basic scheme needs i n  = 263. but our 
scheme only needs 111 = 67. It is easy to see from Eq. (6), 
the smaller the value of J I I  is. the better the resilience. Such 
an improvement is attributed tn the deployment knowledge. 
which enables us to reduce the number of unnecessary keys 
carried by each sensor node. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O R K  

We have described a random key pre-distribution scheme 
that uses deployment knowledge. With such knowledge. each 
node only needs to carry a fraction of the keys required by the 
other key pre-disuibution schemes [91. 1101 while achieving 
the same level ofconnectivity. The reduction in memory usage 
not only relieves the memory requirement on the memory- 
consuained sensor node. but more importantly. it substantially 
improves networks resilience against node capture. We have 
shown these improvements using our analytical and simulation 
results. 

Having demonslrated the dramatic improvement in the 
performance of the Eschenauer-Glignr scheme. in our future 
work. we will investigate how much the deployment h o w l -  .~ 
edge can improve the q-composite random key pre-distribution 

hy Chan. Perrig. and Song [lo]. In addition. wc will study 

Pmcerdings o j  Iha Sucomd Usmir Workshop ON Elrclrorric Cummenr. 
xowmher 1996. pp. 1 - 1 1  scheme and the pairwise key pre-distribution scheme Proposed 

the elobal connectivitv. communication overhead. and the 

,9, L, Eschenvucr and v, D. (ilieor. "A keg-rnanagemen[ for 
drstrilwturcd sensur naworks:' in P m c r r d i q s  ofrlw Yrh .4CM mnfkrence 

Sowmber 18-22 2002. pp. 4 1 4 7 .  
[IO] H. Chan. A. Perrip. and D. Song. "Random k q  prcdistrihution srhzmes 

for szmm networks." in IEEE Swnpsiirm on SmJrih. mid P r i w q .  
Bcrkslcy, California. May 11-14 2003. pp. 197-213. 

local resilience as we mentioned in the last section. Other 
deployment stratezies and associated distributions will also be 
considered. 
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